
q sensual: A LINGERIE COLLECTION
A lingerie collection developed for sensual seduction and wild anticipation

With much of the world spending the last year in lockdown, Lovehoney’s latest lingerie collection invites Aussies to explore a new 
sense of freedom. The world-leading lingerie brand has always prided itself on being the ‘sexual happiness people’ - and is on a 
mission to provide people with the confidence to explore and discover new modes of pleasure both in and outside the bedroom.

This sense of anticipation is highlighted throughout the story of the collection, which seeks inspiration from period dramas the world 
became obsessed with. Deep desires, pleasure and romance at the forefront.  Brimming with romantic flowers, soft pastels and 
femininity the collection is the epitome of RegencyCore. 

The first instalment of the collection features ethereal lightweight silks, dashed with watercolour florals and light lace trims. 

The Parisienne sets in Ivory Blush offer adjustable strapping and a new Basque-set profile; a silhouette that demands attention and 
embodies love and passion. Whereas, the white Beau Lace sets are designed in delicate floral and fishnet stretch lace offers a playful 
excitement for both wearer and voyeur.

The second act of Lovehoney’s lingerie collection, on sale from the 14th of June, abandons this sense of romantic intrigue, giving 
way to wild prints. From the Zebra mesh of the Flirty Animal Attraction plunge bodysuit to the bright cobalt-blue hues of the Blue Belle 
baby-doll set, the call of the wild can be heard – a siren to embrace inner pleasure.
 

The collection reaches climax with the Boudoir Belle, corset style lingerie in blues and dusky grey, adorn empowering strong women. 
And the playful babydoll, Passion Flower, in pink with navy accents, promises seductive freedom.  

The call of Wild Anticipation, will you answer?

For more information, please go to https://www.lovehoney.com.au/wild-anticipation 


